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ELEVATED MINDS

About 

Elevated Minds CIC is a Community Interest Company that facilitates and delivers early-intervention 
services. Our service offer focuses on personal development and is embedded with proven coaching 
methods and neuro-linguistic programming techniques. 

Primarily, we work with young people who are at risk of exclusion from education as well as society. We 
also work with the teachers, parents, professionals and organisations supporting these young people. 

Our Aims 

To develop positive relationships between the police and young people, in particular black •
males, by promoting understanding and learning on the part of the young person and the 
police officer whom the young person has encountered during a Stop and Search engagement. 

To promote openness and transparency on the part of the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) •
with a focus on understanding issues from a young person's perspective. 

Elevated Minds CIC believe that sustainable change is possible with collaborative working between the 
MPS and community groups. The Commissioner, Dame Cressida Dick has highlighted on several 
occasions that the organisation is listening to the community and encourages positive suggestions for 
improving policing engagement and interaction with local communities. 

By working with young people and with the MPS through Restorative Justice (RJ), we will encourage 
and promote conversations between the Met and young people. They will learn about each other and 
better understand motives as opposed to holding blame. 

The Stop and Search process is an essential part of effective policing. The introduction of the RJ service 
being proposed into the process will provide additional accountability, promotion of the welfare of the 
communities we serve and enhanced opportunities to champion relationships between police and 
young people.
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THE RJ PROCESSES

Direct or indirect Restorative Justice processes: police officers and young people, guided by a 
facilitator, communicate with one another. Other people, such as family members, can also be involved 
in the process, and even members of the wider community. RJ meetings can take place through a 
direct face-to-face meeting, or when several other people are involved, a conference; or indirectly with 
the  facilitator acting as 'go-between' in  'shuttle mediation.' (Shuttle mediation, where the victim and 
the offender don't have to meet, but the victim can get answers to particular questions via passing 
messages, or it can be done with audio recordings). An agreement is usually reached to decide how 
best to repair the harm caused, and a rehabilitative programme may be agreed. 

Two main concerns that have been raised and highlighted by members of the black community, 
including members of Elevate2Success, our young people advisory panel are: 

Far too many stop & search encounters involving a disproportionate number of black males in 1.
comparison to their white counterparts. 

The style of Stop & Search involving the black community is aggressive and disrespectful, using 2.
excessive handcuffing in the first instance, laying and aggressively securing them on the floor, 
in comparison to white people when they are stopped. 

The shadow home secretary, Nick Thomas-Symonds, said:  

"Stop and search should be intelligence-led. It is crucial that the use of these powers is transparent, 
and the police work alongside communities. We know there are very high levels of disproportionality 
in stop and search, especially with black men, and it is vital that concerns about its use are listened to 
and addressed."  

Guardian online, July 2020. 
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OUR PROPOSAL

We are proposing a 6-month pilot in the Borough of Southwark in collaboration with 
the MPS to facilitate RJ Meetings following a Stop and Search encounter. The 
importance of this can't be emphasised enough. 

All Stop and Search encounters/bodycam footage must be kept for seven years on policing •
systems, especially if it is young people under 18. What is the current practice? – What is the 
legal limit to store Stop & Search data and also bodycam footage? An app has recently been 
produced by Legal Lifelines to collect data/information regarding Stop & Search. 

Indexing systems should include all aspect of a Stop and Search bodycam footage. The system •
should consist of information about location, school uniform, CAD references, safeguarding 
concerns, i.e. drugs, gangs, serious youth violence and child criminal exploitation. This will 
identify trends by produce data regarding repetitive stops, safeguarding concerns and evidence 
can be used to support individuals, make referrals and involve external agencies. 

Young people should be encouraged to take the opportunity to discuss their stops, exploring •
Restorative Justice for their stops. Early intervention is vital, especially with vulnerable individuals 
who might be at the early stages of getting involved in criminal behaviour.  

The RJ meeting is very much aimed at getting a better understanding between the MPS and •
young people who are stopped repeatedly, but they are not offenders. 

Elevated Minds will work with the Stop & Search monitoring groups both at London wide level •
and at BCU level. 

Individuals under 16 will have a Merlin report created for Stop and Searches where police identify •
safeguarding concerns. 

Individuals under 16 must have a parent or responsible adult informed of the RJ meeting. •
MPS senior managers will support this proposal by promoting this RJ approach and the whole •
process. 

A commitment is agreed from local MPS supervisors to be involved in facilitating RJ meetings. •
MPS Professional Standards Unit are required to review all Stop and Search body worn videos •
prior to a RJ meeting. 
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Independent 3rd party review of this pilot proposal will be carried out by a community group in •
Lambeth to review the pilot and assess impact. 

Involvement of the Central Schools Team in discussions and future plans regarding this proposal. •
Triage process of referral to the RJ, Stop and Search meetings will be made via Safer Schools •
Officers and Safeguarding leads in schools, where necessary. 
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APPENDICES

Elevated Minds, what we do: 

We deliver services that include Basic Coaching Skills and Positive Behaviour Management •
training to professionals who works with young people as well as to college and university 
students. 

We work closely with Safer Schools Officers, MET Police via the Cycles of Change Rewards •
Management Programme. 

We deliver an accredited programme for parents called Having Challenging Conversations. •
We facilitate and deliver accredited projects such as The IDENTITY Project and The Leadership •
Project, and the Entrepreneurship Programme, designed to develop self-awareness, emotional 
intelligence, resilience, confidence, self- esteem, leadership and enterprise skills in young people. 

We deliver one-to-one coaching with a focus on supporting, encouraging and intrinsically •
motivating marginalised communities, with a specific aim of tackling the disproportionate 
levels of BAME children who are excluded from mainstream education. 

We facilitate and deliver face to face training and webinars re Creating and Sustaining change, •
focusing on Conscious Leadership, Diversity & Inclusion, Identity, Stereotyping, Discrimination, 
Equality, Bias and Racism. 

We also facilitate and deliver Mental Health & Wellbeing training and Mental Health First Aid for •
adults and young people. 

Elevated Minds CIC are working in consultation with Safer School Police Constable Nsikan Etuk •
and retired Chief Superintendent Victor Olisa. 
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